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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract    
The need for standardization and simplification in the mortgage industry 
is clear. In order to obtain a mortgage, many complex and interrelated 
processes must occur. These processes frequently cross-organizational 
and divisional boundaries and so standards have long been a 
requirement for communication. One of the biggest issues in the 
mortgage industry is the number of interactions between collaborating 
parties and the complexity of these interactions. The Mortgage Industry 
Standards Maintenance Organization (MISMO) was created in 1999 
under the auspices of the Mortgage Bankers Association (MBA) in order 
to facilitate the creation and maintenance of XML data interchange 
standards for the mortgage industry. MISMO defines actual XML 
element and attribute names that represent a standardized view and 
organization of mortgage-related data elements. 
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Mortgage Industry StandardsMortgage Industry StandardsMortgage Industry StandardsMortgage Industry Standards    
 

The mortgage industry, like other sectors related to finance and banking, is heavily dependent 
on data. As a result, these industries have long had standards for their representation and 
exchange. In the mortgage industry, the body that has historically developed and managed 
these standards is the Mortgage Bankers Association. This group has long been working on 
standards for EDI (X12) and has recently shifted gears to working on an XML-based 
specification for the mortgage industry including credit, appraisals, operational documents 
such as flood certifications, and requests for underwriting. They are still working on the spec 
and only recently have released Document Type Definitions (DTDs), but have released a 
number of specifications that identify transactional requirements. 
 
The need for standardization and simplification is clear. The mortgage application is a very 
large and complex document that is not as simple as other documents, such as airline 
reservations. In order to obtain a mortgage, many complex and interrelated processes must 
occur. These processes frequently cross-organizational and divisional boundaries and so 
standards have long been a requirement for communication. One of the biggest issues in the 
mortgage industry is the number of interactions between collaborating parties and the 
complexity of these interactions. For example, hundreds of flood determination companies 
work with mortgage lenders, and each of these vendors have their own, proprietary format. 
There are X12 definitions for many of these types of situations, but the only one in wide use is 
the X12 document relating to Credit transactions. There are also issues with coordination 
between different mortgage lenders and service vendors. For example, a user can request 
multiple credit references from a single agency, but there isn’t an effective way to identify 
which requestor it belonged to. In addition, mortgage companies are always looking for new 
products and services to offer client. Without efficient and effective data transfer this would 
not be able to happen.  
  
One of the members involved in mortgage standards is Eastern Software, long a provider of 
mortgage industry software packages. Eastern Software didn’t just wait around for an XML 
specification to emerge, so they created a wrapper around Microsoft’s MSXML parser that can 
be used to generate XML files and interpret DTDs. In effect, they are “XML ready” while not 
specifically complying with a particular standard, and their “DTD agnostic approach” provides 
a good model for others looking to add XML functionality to their product without waiting for 
an industry standard to emerge.  
  
Eastern has been developing software for the mortgage and consumer lending industry since 
1976. Starting with burning programmable chips (EEPROMs) for calculators and moving to 
PC-based software, they are now using web services as a middle-tier layer in a document 
hosting solution for mortgage industry companies. They are using Web Services and SOAP to 
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provide several facilities to import and export XML data. They previously were using DCOM 
and CORBA for this messaging activity, but its difficulty in being shipped across a firewall 
made the emerging Web Services more of a reality. Since their applications are written in 
Delphi, and the latest version of Delphi (v6) has Web Service capabilities within it, the 
migration path was relatively straightforward. 
 
The company is also using Web Services to provide a controlled mechanism for document 
delivery of the attorney’s documents that are used to close a loan. They are also looking at 
using this mechanism to enable disconnected users to transmit loan packages. While 
currently using Microsoft’ Remote Access Server (RAS) for this task, a Web Service would be 
much more lightweight and effective for this type of operation. The company also provides a 
number of facilities to import and export mortgage data into an XML format. 
  
  

The Mortgage Industry Standards Maintenance Organization (MISMO)The Mortgage Industry Standards Maintenance Organization (MISMO)The Mortgage Industry Standards Maintenance Organization (MISMO)The Mortgage Industry Standards Maintenance Organization (MISMO)    
 

The Mortgage Industry Standards Maintenance Organization (MISMO) was created in 1999 
under the auspices of the Mortgage Bankers Association (MBA) in order to facilitate the 
creation and maintenance of XML data interchange standards for the mortgage industry. 
MISMO defines actual XML element and attribute names that represent a standardized view 
and organization of mortgage-related data elements. MISMO is setting out to standardize loan 
data sent between two organizations at a specific point in time, and is intended to span 
multiple transactions between trading partners. However, the standard is not intended to 
archive loan data, although companies are free to archive the files as they are exchanged. 
The various MISMO data elements and structures were not designed with archival in mind, 
since they contain stateful data valid for a particular exchange instance between 
organizations.  
 
MISMO has published specifications that support mortgage insurance applications, mortgage 
insurance loan boarding, secondary and bulk pricing, real estate services, credit reporting, 
and underwriting process areas. This is embodied in an XML architecture that encompasses 
data origination, secondary market and servicing data, and includes a data dictionary to 
provide business definitions and corresponding architecture data element tag names. MISMO 
also provides a data model that illustrates the relationship between data elements in the 
logical data dictionary.  
 
MISMO establishes four different levels for their specification. The first level specifies 
“common element types”, also known as “global DTDs”, which are declared as common 
element types and aggregated in a base architecture on which all corresponding elements, in 
all DTDs throughout the MISMO architecture, are based. These express common ideas such 
as a person’s name, the name of a city or municipality, and are used in more than one part of 
the MISMO architecture.  Each of the distinct DTDs created at the second level, also known as 
the process level, are developed maintained by an editorial committee of “domain experts” 
that corresponds to the message type defined by that DTD. For example, the underwriting 
DTD is designed to serve the needs of underwriting activities, and is managed by underwriting 
experts. Element types defined at this level are required to inherit and conform to the 
architectural forms of the common meta-DTD wherever there is a match.  
 
The third level of the specification details a “MISMO_Union” DTD, known as the “release DTD” 
that gathers all the data for the industry in a single, inheritable DTD. The DTD inherits all of 
the committee architectures comprehensively leaving nothing out, in essence comprising the 
essential work product of MISMO. This merged DTD may then be used to derive process 
specific DTDs such as a Credit Reporting DTD or a Service Request DTD. The fourth and final 
level, known as the “application translation layer” (ATL), provides extensions to the 
MISMO_Union architecture. Various other mortgage industry players contribute these 
additions in order to serve their own needs and the needs of the business partners with 
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whom they communicate. These users may or may not choose to provide these extensions to 
the industry or their trading partners. 

 
To obtain the widest possible adoption and feedback, MISMO is guided by its Governance 
Committee and consists of 16 MISMO subscriber organizations that serve two-year terms with 
half of the seats up for election each year. The Governance Committee is composed of four 
Lenders/Mortgage Brokers, two Servicing Technology Companies, two Government 
Sponsored Enterprises (GSE’s), two Origination Technology Companies, one Mortgage 
Insurance Company, one Credit Company, (elected each even year), two Technology Vendors, 
and two Service Providers.  

 
ChallengesChallengesChallengesChallenges    

 
The biggest challenge for all standards and specification-creating bodies is adoption. This is 
especially the case for MISMO. While MISMO has a strong, already-popular organization for 
creating specification, there haven’t really been any MISMO formatted documents in 
widespread use to date. One of the primary reasons is that there hasn’t been a final version 
of the MISMO spec out for adoption. Another reason is due to some internal positioning 
conflict and challenges in getting the various mortgage players to work well together. 
  
Another challenge relates to the fact that the industry is still doing most of their transactions 
in the EDI X12 format. Many figure that if this format is working, why should they change to a 
new, and unproven format? This “legacy” challenge will need to be resolved before MISMO 
can gain widespread adoption. Part of the challenge here is that bankers and mortgage 
industry players move very slowly, thus not making change an overnight thing.  

 
Key Conclusions & RecommendationsKey Conclusions & RecommendationsKey Conclusions & RecommendationsKey Conclusions & Recommendations    
 

• Companies looking at supporting a mortgage industry standard should look to MISMO as 
a starting point, if not outright support.  

• MISMO is not yet “out of the blocks”, so any support of the standard is for innovators or 
early-adopters. Implement at your own risk. 

• MISMO should focus on adoption, helping users migrate from EDI, and communicating a 
better value proposition for those in the industry 

 
 

 
Profile: MISMOProfile: MISMOProfile: MISMOProfile: MISMO    (August 2001)    
Date Founded: 1999 
Chairman: David Barkley 
Specification: 

• Mortgage Industry Standards Maintenance Organization 
(MISMO) 

Members:  
Comprised of members of the Mortgage Bankers Association of 
America (MBA), technology companies, and other industry 
representatives, including Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae 

URL: www.mismo.org  
Contacts: 

David Barkley (Freddie Mac) david_barkley@freddiemac.com 
David Spies (Eastern Software) davidsp@eastsoft.com  
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ZapThink is an IT market intelligence firm that provides trusted advice and critical insight into 
XML, Web Services, and Service Orientation. We provide our target audience of IT vendors, 
service providers and end-users a clear roadmap for standards-based, loosely coupled 
distributed computing – a vision of IT meeting the needs of the agile business. 

ZapThink’s role is to help companies understand these IT products and services in the context 
of SOAs and the vision of Service Orientation. ZapThink provides market intelligence to IT 
vendors who offer XML and Web Services-based products to help them understand their 
competitive landscape and how to communicate their value proposition to their customers 
within the context of Service Orientation, and lay out their product roadmaps for the coming 
wave of Service Orientation. ZapThink also provides implementation intelligence to IT users 
who are seeking guidance and clarity into how to assemble the available products and 
services into a coherent roadmap to Service Orientation. Finally, ZapThink provides demand 
intelligence to IT vendors and service providers who must understand the needs of IT users as 
they follow the roadmap to Service Orientation. 

ZapThink’s senior analysts are widely regarded as the “go to analysts” for XML, Web Services, 
and SOAs by vendors, end-users, and the press. They are in great demand as speakers, and 
have presented at conferences and industry events around the world. They are among the 
most quoted industry analysts in the IT industry. 

ZapThink was founded in October 2000 and is headquartered in Waltham, Massachusetts. Its 
customers include Global 1000 firms, public sector organizations around the world, and many 
emerging businesses. ZapThink Analysts have years of experience in IT as well as research 
and analysis. Its analysts have previously been with such firms as IDC and ChannelWave, and 
have sat on the working group committees for standards bodies such as RosettaNet, UDDI, 
CPExchange, ebXML, EIDX, and CompTIA. 

Call, email, or visit the ZapThink Web site to learn more about how ZapThink can help you to 
better understand how XML and Web Services impact your business or organization. 
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